Bienvenu & Welcome - Monsieur JETON
Popular entertainment in the Golden 1920s was largely shaped by the many variety
theatres that existed at the time.Very often topping the bill were the so-called gentleman
jugglers. Elegantly attired, they would saunter onto variety stages to perform immaculate
juggling and balancing feats with everyday objects. The most famous of them bore
resonant names like Kara, Salerno or Adanos. Yet the gentleman juggler as a type would
surely have long been forgotten if it were not for Jeton, a new master of the art.
The encyclopaedic 4000 Years of Juggling describes Jeton as one of the “top level newcomers to juggling in the new millennium”. In 2013, in Ohio, USA, he became the first
German performer to receive the Award of Excellence from the International Jugglers’
Association (IJA) in recognition of his unique work. This award is regarded as the Oscar
of the juggling world, and is presented by the IJA to jugglers who have made an outstanding contribution to shaping this art form.
It is hardly surprising, then, that he is invited to perform all over the world, and in front
of such illustrious spectators as Queen Margarete II of Denmark. Yet Jeton’s success can
be measured not only by his prestigious references, but also by the enthusiastic response
that his performances receive, and the memories that his winning personality leaves behind.
Right from the very beginning of his career as an artist, Jeton already had a very clear
conception of how his act should look, a conception which he has consistently followed,
turning it into reality step by step. It is a passion which expresses itself in the meticulous
care and the loving attention to detail with which he combines juggling, balancing and
music to form a harmonious whole.
His sophisticated ball juggling is impressive not only for the sheer dexterity, but also for
the mischievous charm with which he presents it.The man-about-town nonchalantly tosses the accessories of elegant society around, fascinating audiences as he whirls a large
wall mirror through the air, and amazing them with his signature balance with two billiard
cues.
For the grand finale, Jeton serves up yet another highlight, humorously flipping coffee
cups and saucers from the tip of his toe to the top of his head. A feat that never fails to
warm the hearts of young and old alike.
His artistic ability and his likeable personality are bound to captivate every kind of
audience.
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References - Awards
‣ 2013 Award of Excellence - International Jugglers' Association (IJA) Ohio / US
‣ 2010 Artist of the Year, Filharmonie Filderstadt / DE
‣ 1998 Special Prize at the Festival Mondial du Music-Hall, Paris / FR
‣ 1997 1st prize at Roncalli’s Circus Ring, German Garden Show, Gelsenkirchen / DE
References - Theatre, variety & circus productions:
APOLLO Varieté, Dusseldorf / DE ‧ Casino San Remo / IT ‧ Casino Seefeld / AT ‧ Circus
Krone Munich / DE ‧ Fliegende Bauten, Hamburg / DE‧ GOP Varietés / DE ‧ Hacienda Hotel,
Las Vegas / US ‧ Hit Hotel Casino, Kranjska Gora / SI ‧ NGK Theater, Osaka / JP ‧ Norwegian
Cruise Line ‧ PALAZZO / DE ‧ Roncalli’s Panem et Circenses / DE ‧ Royal Caribbean Cruise
Line ‧ World Festival of Magic Tour / AU & NZ ‧ Zirkus Nemo / DK to name but a few ...
References - Gala events:
Ball des Sports, Lower Saxony / DE ‧ UBS AG Zurich / CH ‧ PGA European Tour, Gleneagles
/ GB ‧ Baur au Lac, Zurich / CH ‧ 10th anniversary of Autostadt GmbH, Wolfsburg / DE ‧
Deutsche Bank AG “maxblue Dinner Night” / DE ‧ Fresenius AG / DE ‧ Taunussparkasse /
DE ‧ AIG Europe ‧ Porsche Zentrum Kassel / DE ‧ Casino Innsbruck / AT ‧ R+V Versicherung
AG / DE ‧ Rothenberger Werkzeuge GmbH / DE ‧ 9th German Factory Planning Congress,
Ludwigsburg / DE ‧ Sumo Champions Gala for Musashi Maru, IMP Hall Osaka / JP ‧ SAP, Kurhaus Baden-Baden / DE ‧ Kulm Hotel St. Moritz / CH to name but a few...
References - Festival, film & TV:
Aarhus Festuge / DK ‧ CIRCO MASSIMO, TV RAI 3 / IT ‧ Daidogei World Cup Shizuoka / JP
‧ Edinburgh International Magic Festival / GB ‧ Hallo Hessen, TV HR3 / DE ‧ IBM British Ring
Convention / GB ‧ International Comedy Festival Moers / DE ‧ Moisture Festival Seattle /
US ‧ NU MED NEON, TV DR1 / DK ‧ Rational AG, product promo film / DE ‧ SIGNAL Versicherung, image trailer / DE ‧ Surprize - Surprize, TVR1 / RO to name but a few...
... in the eyes of the critics
Jeton is one of the world's leading exponents of his art. He comes from Frankfurt, and he
applies German precision to his art. With breathtaking speed, he manipulates coins, balls, billiard cues and even a large mirror.You may have seen lots of jugglers before, but you've never
seen one like Jeton!
LA STAMPA (I)
In his first set, with his amazing dexterity and control, the Franco-German quickly had his fans
in his grasp. The insane highlight of the show: kicking 4 cups and saucers from the tip of his
toe to the top of his head, crowning it all by tossing a sugar lump and a teaspoon into the
topmost cup.
Wolfsburger Allgemeine / DE
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